
In addition to the friendly, warm, hospitable nature of its inhabitants,
Taiwan is a place of rich cultural heritage. The National Palace
Museum houses the world's finest collection of Chinese arts and
crafts, and Taipei's beautiful temples are the setting for many
colourful folk festivals for which Taiwan is renowned. Taipei is a
cosmopolitan city that brings together the traditional and the new
effortlessly and boasts bustling night markets, spectacular natural
beauty and numerous international hotels for business or leisure.

Taiwan offers its visitors an astonishing array of attractions waiting to be
revealed and can be enjoyed as a destination in itself or combined with
one of its neighbours, like Hong Kong. The Portuguese named the
island ‘Ilha Formosa’, or ‘beautiful island’, and any visitor can
understand why when they discover Taiwan's natural beauty found in its
mountains, gorges and lakes. The landscape is well complemented by
its ornate temples and historically rich cities.

Taiwan Highlights – 08 Days/07 Nights
Taipei/Sun Moon Lake/Tainan/Kaohsiung/Taitung/Hualien/Yilan

Tour Itinerary
Day 01: Arrival in Taipei
Day 02: Taipei city tour
Day 03: Transfer to Sun Moon Lake and sightseeing
Day 04: Transfer to Tainan and sightseeing

Afternoon transfer to Kaohsiung and night tour
Day 05: Transfer to Taitung and sightseeing
Day 06: Journey to Hualien

Visit Tzu Chi Cultural Park and Jian Ching-Xiu Yuan
Day 07: Travel to Taroko Gorge National Park
Day 08: Transfer back to Taipei for departure

Taiwan Short Tour – 04 Days/03 Nights
Taipei/ Sun Moon Lake/Tainan/Kaohsiung/Kenting/Taitung

Tour Itinerary
Day 01: Pick up from the hotel in Taipei and transfer to Taichung

on the bullet train. Lunch and sightseeing tour which
includes Sun Moon Lake and Wen Wu Temple

Day 02: Travel to Kaohsiung via Tainan. Sightseeing and tours en-
route

Day 03: Drive to Kenting and visit the national park before
proceeding to Taitung

Day 04: Sightseeing tour which includes the East Rift Valley and
Taroko Gorge before returning to Taipei
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When to go
A subtropical climate with moderate temperatures in the north, where there
is a winter season. The southern areas, where temperatures are slightly
higher, enjoy sunshine every day, and there is no winter season. The
typhoon season is from June to end of September.

Flying time
London to Taipei is approximately 15 with stopover. Good connections via
Hong Kong by British Airways, Virgin Atlantic and Cathay Pacific Airways

Time difference
GMT+8

Passport & Visa
Visa Required?
British �✗ USA �✗ Other EU �✗
Passports must be valid for a minimum of 6 months.

Health requirements
Diphtheria  Sometimes Hepatitis A �✓ Malaria        �✗
Tetanus �✓ Typhoid Sometimes* Yellow Fever �✗ 

Recommendations do change from time to time and it is important to discuss
your personal requirements with your doctor.
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